To the "Good" Military

By Anna Von Reitz

Whoever and wherever you are, if you still exist, or ever did --- here's how the record looks to us as your Employers:

The U.S. Military, and particularly, the U.S. Army, has been in charge of everything ever since March of 1863. That's when Lincoln turned everything over to the U.S. Army and adopted The Lieber Code--- and the very next day, he bankrupted the very first foreign British Crown Corporation calling itself "the United States of America, Inc."

It's very doubtful that Abraham Lincoln could ever claim a valid position as "Commander-in-Chief" even back then and in the limited sense of being the "President" and therefore, "Commander-in-Chief" of a foreign commercial corporation, to initiate "The Lieber Code" and start ruling by Executive Order.

It is certain that Abraham Lincoln had no authority vested in him or in any office he could hold to "suspend the Constitution" which he and the U.S. Military, including the U.S. Army, were obligated to defend and honor against "all enemies both foreign and domestic". Then and now.

Perhaps some of this sounds vaguely familiar?

Now, any thinking American worth his salt has to know that no President has any power to overturn a service contract established by the States and People of this country. No such "President" is a Principal party to the Constitution, so how could Lincoln overturn an agreement made between the States of the Union and a bunch of foreign governments? Does General Motors, Inc. have the right to void treaties between Canada and Costa Rica? Can Elon Musk suspend the Constitution and start ruling this country by "Executive Order"? Where are the words "Executive Order" written in the Constitution or any other international Treaty or Contract ever signed by our Government?
Put on your Thinking Caps.

Lincoln was acting in Insurrection against the actual American Government, and nobody called him on it in the U.S. Military, because the U.S. Military was gaining coercive power over their Employers, the civilian American Government, and most importantly, as the Lieber Code makes clear, our money.

Everything that has stemmed from this illegal and unabated usurpation of lawful political power has led to the benefit of foreign interests and the criminal abuse of the defrauded American Public.

U.S. Grant, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Richard Millhouse Nixon, and many other "Presidents" operating successive foreign "governmental services corporations" stripped this country of its assets and sold its people into slavery, while promoting the rise of illegal Central Banks designed to rig commodity markets, especially money, credit, and bond markets.

The U.S. Military stood by through all this, watched these charlatans and traitors betray the people of this country and get away with it with impunity.

The U.S. Military set up the "District Court System" otherwise known as "Carpetbagger Courts" in May of 1865. These "courts" were designed to collect war reparations from a phony war that was an illegal Mercenary Conflict from the start. These unauthorized Military District Courts were designed to do just one thing: extract money and assets from our Southern States to slake the British Gluttons.

And instead of phasing this "system" out, and realizing that the Admiralty and Maritime Courts were usurping upon the actual American Government and illegally impersonating us and illegally confiscating our assets and even purloining the credit owed to their innocent Employers, all the U.S. Military did was stuff their hands deeper into our pockets and look the other way for 160 years, while charging us for their "service" to us.

That's the kind of "service" a bull gives a cow.

Oh, yes, you protected us from everything, most especially, you protected us from the Truth. Anything but the truth. Through False Flags that cost American lives, through theft of our gold and silver in the name of safe-keeping, hiding all this crap, all this theft, violence, and graft, all these foreign political parties, all this gratuitous misleading talk about "our Democracy", right down to removing the American History Books from the shelves of our school and public libraries, installing foreign courts in our courthouses,
killing Jack and Robert Kennedy, murdering Martin Luther King, Jr., colluding with the CIA on all the Black Ops and child trafficking and drug trafficking and all the rest of it, and when the U.S. Military has finally been held to account, their answer?

Kill their actual Creditors. Unleash this horrifying holocaust of death and injury on civilians who never caused anyone any harm. Hang your heads in shame, boys. All this and more is on you. You've been driven far, far off course, and done so many ugly, stupid, feckless things.

Surely, you have to realize that what I am telling you is true. All of you. Anyone who served in the U.S. Military in any capacity, come on, own it. You didn't know exactly what was upgefucked, but you knew something was wrong. You knew something was dirty, and you know it now, too.

Find me the records where our American Congress declared war during the Civil War. Find me proof that any Congress ever declared the so-called Civil War. Show me where it was ever settled by any peace treaty? Show me Lincoln's true Office and any authority he had to suspend the Constitution?

Show us all that everything that has happened in the past 160 years hasn't been just one big, horrifying, self-interested, profit-making illegal Mercenary Conflict and Crime Spree engendered on our shores by foreign interests?

Yesterday, I had some drunk troll from the military telling me I have a target on my forehead and that you are all just "waiting for me to make my move".

I have been moving since 1998 and still am -- exposing the history and the ludicrous "cloak of secrecy" you've imposed to protect your own foreign corporation's "National Security" --- not ours at all.

Thanks to the U.S. Military not doing its job and landing this giant manure pile on my doorstep, I've had to spend over forty years mucking it out, and now the guilty parties want to lie about me and call me "disloyal"?

Where were you, you feckless drudges? It was your job to protect America and its people, not raise revenues for the Queen and Pope and the Lord Mayor of the Inner City of London. You want to see the patents and the banks involved? The Grand Cycle of Theft and Deceit and Human Trafficking and Illegal Securitization that the U.S. Military has allowed and profited from for over a hundred years?

It's too late, boys, the horses are out of the barn. All the dirty linen is known and it's flapping in the breeze from here to Timbuktu. The Sword of Truth has been unleashed
and no matter what happens to me or to you, it will not return to its sheath. These words of mine are true and they will not go forth in vain.

From the standpoint of being your employers and the ultimate source of the men and women filling your ranks and every piece of wire in your high tech tat, we are pissed off and we have every reason and right to be. Any atoning that needs to be done, is all on you.

Some weak-minded woman wrote to me telling me to pipe down and show more respect. Do you, under the circumstances, really think that respect is warranted? Have you risked your life for this country any more than I have? Think about it. I've faced off all of you and your NATO cronies, and all of the Hounds of Hell known as judges and attorneys, the IRS and so much more.

Seven attempts at assassination, three attempts to poison me, burning me out, flooding me out, locking me out, endlessly harassing me using your illegal subcontractor Agencies as sock monkeys, and Grandma is still standing here, calling you home and back to your senses.

Here's what I told that Sissy:

The military is 100% RESPONSIBLE for ALL the CRAP that has gone on here since March of 1863. If there’s any such thing as a “good” military they’ve got a lot of past history to atone for.

They owe good faith service to this country, not a 160 year-old illegal Mercenary Conflict serving to “legalize” theft and evasion of their obligations to the States and people of this country.

And you are wrong about “me” or “we” not having anything.

First, we have many millions of guns and boots on the ground and if the Vietnamese could beat them at their own game imagine how much luck they would have against the rest of us?

Second, they get their paychecks and requisitions on our credit. How long do you think they will have anything to say if we give them all pink slips? Cut off their charge accounts?

Want to fight with your employers? Really?
The military has been renegade and profligate and unfaithful to its duty owed to this civilian government since 1863. That’s how we are in the mess we are in. That’s the facts, ma’am.

And it’s thanks to their gutless ignorant asses and failure to defend that we have millions of dead and dying innocent civilians in this country, and in the Armed Forces, too.

We have a situation like this to deal with and open borders, to boot, and all these jerk-offs can worry about is their goddammed corporate elections?

Kirsten, if you don’t see how these men have failed us and failed their country and failed themselves, then you’ve got rocks in your head.

The situation we’ve got has been created or condoned by them since 1863. See it. Face it. Smell it. It is what it is.

....... 

I say the same thing to you, and Mr. Trump, too. You have been told the truth. You have been given the opportunity to come home under amnesty. Don't try to spin some sick narrative and think that people are stupid simply because they have been trusting and asleep. It's quite a different world when we're awake.

Here, for your education, are the groups that were excused from getting the Jabs:

1. All the members of Congress and all their staff members.
2. All the White House Staff and their families.
3. All the Pfizer execs and their families and their employees.
4. All the Moderna execs and their families and their employees.
5. All the Johnson and Johnson execs and their families and employees.
6. All the CDC, INC. execs and their families and employees.
7. All the FDA, INC execs and their families and employees.
10. All the homeless people haunting our streets.

This means the lousy rotten corporations sold us all down the River Styx for the sake of their profit margins. This happened on your watch. You helped it happen with "Warp Speed". You are so utterly worthless that you are killing and endangering the people who have paid your pensions and stood in the rain waving flags for you.
And month after bleeding stupid ineffective navel-staring month you pump out all these lies and sell all these "products" and keep people believing that "their" military is going to save them? Q is going to save them? For God's sake, Princess Diana is going to save us? Buy some more Trump Bucks?

Where in the name of Jesus do you get this stuff? Do you just get up in the morning and pick it out of your ears like you pick boogers out of your noses?

You know what the record says? It says "our" military is either so stupid that none of the Top Brass know how to breathe in and out, or, alternatively, "our" military has been illegally occupying this country for 160 years, sucking up to foreign powers, and parasitizing us for fun and profit, while we've loyally paid their salaries, pensions, and equipment costs. That's what it says.

I have added Ulysses S. Grant, Woodrow Wilson, and Tricky Dick to my Bucket List labeled "Piss on Their Graves List", and a long list of U.S. Generals and Admirals have been added to that list, too.

Now we hear that Trump has been sworn in as the "19th President" of our Federal Republic. That's a good trick, considering that he is still functioning as the British Crown Puppet in charge of the bankrupt good-for-nothing "USA, Inc." and representing the British Territorial Government interests.

How does a British Flunkie get to invade vacated American Federal Republic offices that belong to and have already returned to the Federation of States by Operation of Law?

If Mr. Trump really loved America, if he really loved the American people, he'd put an end to this shitshow and stand tall and accept the responsibilities of the actual office of The President of The United States of America. He'd be the Federation President for real, and not "acting as" the Federal Republic President and trying to pull off yet another British Territorial Substitution Scheme.

Lincoln used his office as "President" of "the United States of America, Incorporated" and substituted this cuckoo-bird corporate office for the actual Office of The President of The United States of America owed to the people and the States.

In the aftermath of the armed hostilities coming out of the so-called "American Civil War" the Brits claimed "Emergency" as their excuse for substituting their British Territorial State-of-State organizations for our American State-of-State organizations. Cuckoo birds again.
And here we have you jackasses, the Great White Hope of the White Slave Nation, trying to pull yet another British Substitution Scheme, trying to sneak in the backdoor and proclaim yourselves the newly "restored" Federal Republic, without even the standing and dignity of having declared and recorded the fact that you are Americans. Bah!

For your information, those that want to be United States Citizens --- meaning the officers and personnel staffing our Federal Republic --- have to make public declarations over a period of years and must have impeccable character and education to become United States Citizens. Only loyal, dedicated, and proven people of solid character have the right and honor to occupy and run our Federal Republic.

That's what the Immigration and Nationality laws said and what they still say. You can't vote yourselves in with a Fan Dance and more idiot crap about your democracy or your "Federal" Republic, being substituted for our American Government. Your democracy is limited to the District of Columbia by Public Law, and anything that you ever thought or taught differently is due for a great big correction. The rest of us live in the republican States of the Union.

Take it to heart.

And if there are any "good" military still out there, still loyal to the States and people of this country, then stop all this sneaky, nasty, corporatist, propaganda nonsense and move your flat little rumps into high gear to do your actual jobs for your actual employers.

Don't give me any excuses, oh, it had to be that way, oh, we are afraid of rioters in the streets, oh, we are trying to minimize casualties--- lies, lies, and more lies. That and "keep a lid on the potty" is all you've done for sixteen decades, but welcome to the Apocalypse.

It isn't smart to let SERCO, a British Municipal Corporation, be your Paymaster---- and still claim to us and to the rest of the world that you are "American" Armed Forces" and that you are going to do anything but protect the same old venal criminal European elements that have been murdering and thieving from their headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany, ever since 1848.

And you organize your "QFS" whiz-bang answer for a new banking system under a program called "Crimson Door"--- in collaboration with the Chinese Communist Party and run it out of Langley and Wright-Patterson? You think we are so stupid we don't know what that means? It's yet another CIA Operation.
Why not write "The U.S. Military sucks hind tits for the communists." in neon letters and rent lots of billboards?

Or maybe you should read the list again of all the people and organizations that didn't "have to" take the Jab and let me read the Tea Leaves for you, right along with a corrected truthful report to replace the "Evening BS Headlines" coming out of Reuters, which has been owned by Rothschild since my Grandmother was a pup.

Russia hasn't lost the war in Ukraine. Far from it. They have already mopped up and have withdrawn back behind the Dnieper River, while ongoing talks with the German Government continue to bear fruit for peace---and a return to sanity and Russian gas deliveries to Western Europe.

Zelensky hasn't got a wooden leg to stand on, and he was never anything but a CIA puppet anyway. Show the countries of Western Europe the bill for what Putin had to clean up, and they aren't going to help Zelensky win anything. All their support for him and his regime dried up as soon as they realized that they might have to actually pay the bill, instead of just operating as front men for Biden.

Even Poland, that perennial Pawn for France, gave up and refused to dance.

So now what happens? The U.S. Military pretending to be disinterested consultants, even after hundreds of their "advisers" were caught running illegal bio warfare laboratories and factories in Ukraine--- and even more of their NATO pals were captured, too, will try to pass it all off.

There will be talks about "peace talks" between Zelensky and Russia and more ridiculous grandstanding about Russia vacating everything and paying Zelensky for all the damages and so on. And gradually, it will all just go away, with Germany guaranteeing the peace west of the Dnieper and Russia guaranteeing the peace east of the Dnieper. With a little luck, the actual victims of all this mercenary violence will eventually be strong enough to keep the rats out of Europe's granary all by themselves.

We are faced with a similar job ourselves. If, indeed, the "Good" Military exists, and not just Play Actors engaged in a Good Cop / Bad Cop fraud and disinformation scheme in which both sides play against the middle and are all being directed by the same Vermin at the top, it is waaay past time for them to act in favor of this country.
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